CHECK POINT + HEXADITE
FROM DETECTION TO REMEDIATION IN MINUTES

Benefits

- Fully investigate each and every alert
- Reduce the time to close incidents by up to 95%
- Strengthen your overall security and quickly shut down attacks
- Increase productivity and maximize the effectiveness of your security team
- Simplify operations and reduce costs

INSIGHTS

Security teams must protect increasingly complex environments from more sophisticated threats. To keep pace, they need solutions that quickly detect attacks and immediately remediate the full extent of the breach to minimize its impact.

JOINT SOLUTION

The combination of Check Point and Hexadite gives your security teams the visibility, intelligence and automated processes they need to effectively identify and respond to attacks. As soon as Check Point alerts on something suspicious, Hexadite automatically:

- Launches an investigation to determine exactly what is going on in the network. Hexadite proactively collects and analyzes information from all relevant devices and systems for every alert to ensure nothing goes unhandled.
- Contains the attack and closes out the incident in seconds or minutes. Hexadite is able to stop and remediate large scale attacks that have targeted thousands of systems.
- Streamlines incident response (IR) processes by automating the implementation of IR best practices, ensuring organizations achieve an optimal outcome and focus resources on strategic objectives.

The integration of Check Point and Hexadite enables your organization to quickly and efficiently shut down attack activity. When Check Point Threat Prevention Appliances, Endpoint Security or FireWall-1 GX identifies an attack, an alert is sent to the Hexadite Automated Incident Response Solution (AIRS) to investigate.

Set-up is simple. All you need to do is define Check Point as an external source on the Hexadite AIRS platform – this allows Hexadite AIRS to receive alerts from Check Point, which triggers an automated investigation to remediate attacks as needed.

When an IP address is found to be malicious, Hexadite AIRS automatically adds the IP address to the Check Point firewall security policy to block that IP address. Hexadite AIRS also receives from Check Point a list of all the endpoints that accessed that malicious IP address. Hexadite AIRS then automatically investigates each one to quickly and efficiently identify and shut down the attack on any endpoints that have been compromised.
A BETTER APPROACH TO RESPONDING TO ATTACKS AND SECURING BUSINESS DATA

The Check Point and Hexadite solution delivers:

- **Next-Generation Threat Prevention** – providing a full range of interoperable threat prevention capabilities that maximize the identification of emerging threats to minimize their impact.
- **The Ability to Investigate Every Alert** – taking alerts and enriching the data with information proactively collected from network, endpoints and third party log repositories.
- **Complete Automation of the Entire Incident Response Lifecycle** – automating the investigation, response and remediation of a breach.
- **Ease of Implementation** – ensuring the solution is up and running quickly, improving your organization’s security stance and lowering your security infrastructure total cost of ownership.

ABOUT CHECK POINT

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com), is the largest pure-play security vendor globally, provides industry-leading solutions, and protects customers from cyberattacks with an unmatched catch rate of malware and other types of attacks. Check Point offers a complete security architecture defending enterprises’ networks to mobile devices, in addition to the most comprehensive and intuitive security management. Check Point protects over 100,000 organizations of all sizes. At Check Point, we secure the future.

ABOUT HEXADITE

Hexadite is the only agentless intelligent security orchestration and automation platform for Global 2000 companies. By easily integrating with customers’ existing security technologies and harnessing artificial intelligence that automatically investigates every cyber alert and drives remediation actions, Hexadite enables security teams to amplify their ability to mitigate cyber threats in real-time. For more information, follow @Hexadite on Twitter or visit www.hexadite.com.